
 
Towards safety and culture
WHAT is the law

The Sexual Harassment of  Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 
Redressal) Act, 2013 was passed with the aim of  preventing sexual harassment of  
women at the workplace and foster a safe and secure working environment. 

WHEN does harassment occur

The definition of  “sexual harassment” in the law includes the following unwelcome 
acts or behaviour:

 1. physical contact and advances - like touching, pinching, getting too close for no 
reason, cornering someone 

 2. a demand or request for sexual favours - like blackmail around sexual favours 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 3. making sexually coloured remarks - like inappropriate questions or remarks 
related to a person’s body or appearance 

 4. showing pornography or sending offensive pictures on sms, whatsapp or email 

 5. any other unwelcome physical, verbal or nonverbal conduct of  sexual nature – 
stalking, asking someone out again and again, spreading rumours about private 
life, whistling 

Further, the following circumstances, among other circumstances, if  it occurs or is 
present in relation to or connected with any act or behaviour of  sexual harassment may 
amount to sexual harassment.– 

 1. implied or explicit promise of  preferential treatment in her employment; or 

 2. implied or explicit threat of  detrimental treatment in her employment; or  

 3. implied or explicit threat about her present or future employment status; or  

 4. interference with her work or creating an intimidating or offensive or hostile 
work environment for her; or  

 5. humiliating treatment likely to affect her health or safety. 

WHO is the complainant and respondent

Although the Act is designed only for the protection of  women from harassment, the 
company policy is gender neutral. Thus, both men and women can make a complaint if  
they face harassment. 
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A complaint can be filed by anyone associated with the Company in a full-time/part-
time capacity as a permanent or temporary employee, contractor, client, partner, 
consultant, vendor, intern volunteer or visitor.

The respondent refers to the individual against whose actions the complaint has been 
filed. 
Thus, it includes anyone associated with the Company in a full-time/part-time capacity 
as a permanent or temporary employee, contractor, consultant, or intern volunteer. 

WHERE is the “workplace”

The law covers the evolved and broadened definition of  “workplace” into account. 
Under the law, “workplace” includes any place visited by the employee arising out of  or 
during the course of  employment. Thus, the workplace includes:

 1. All offices and premises where the company’s business is conducted  

 2. Any other site away from the company’s premises where company-related 
activities are performed (example, off-sites, office parties, other company 
organized social events, activities, etc.) 

 3. Any social, business or other events where any conduct or comments may have 
an adverse impact on the workplace or workplace relations 

 4. Transportation provided by the Company to undertake a professional journey 

HOW do you proceed if  you have faced harassment

As a first step, you can tell the harasser to stop, if  you feel comfortable doing so: 
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“Your behaviour is making me very uncomfortable, so please stop 
immediately”

“You are invading my personal space, so I need you to back up immediately” 

If  the harassment does not stop or if  the complainant is not comfortable with 
addressing the harasser directly, the Internal Committee (IC) can be approached. 

Your company policy and the IC awareness posters displayed in your cafeteria, 
restrooms, etc. will have the contact details of  the IC members. 

BUT everyone will know! 

The Company understands that it is difficult to come forward with a complaint of  
sexual harassment. To protect the interests of  the Complainant, Respondent and 
Witnesses, confidentiality will be maintained throughout any inquiry process to the 
extent practicable. 

The identities of  the Complainant, the Respondent and Witnesses involved with the 
process is kept confidential. Anyone (Witness, Committee Members, Respondent or 
Complainant) who breaches this clause is liable to be penalised with consequences 
ranging from a fine to termination of  employment.  
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